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INTRODUCTION 
 
  ASAP – What is it?  In 1995, ASAP (A Safety Awareness Program) was 
introduced with the goal of re-emphasizing the position of Safety Officer 
“to create awareness, through education and information, of the 
opportunities to provide a safer environment for kids and all 
participants of Little League Baseball”.  This manual is offered as a tool 
to place some important information at manager’s and coach’s 
fingertips. 
 
Safety Mission statement. 
NSTLL will always strive to provide the safest environment possible which allows our 
players to safely play, learn and grow through the game of baseball. NSTLL, its board 
members and coaches will always place the safety and well-being of its players as a top 
concern, and they will strive to work in conjunction with local resources including local 
EMS services, and hospital services to provide prompt care in the event of any injury.  
 
Measures to promote safety. 
NSTLL has always allocated a large portion of our annual budget to facility 
improvements, and to safety measures which promote the overall safety provided to our 
players.  The Safety Director receives periodic emails from the ASAP program, 
reviewing them and taking them to the board for discussion on possible implementation. 
We invite all parents and coaches to communicate any safety concerns at all times.  
NSTLL works in conjunction with local healthcare and EMS services and can provide 
first aid courses, and courses on CPR and AED use when requested. NSTLL works in 
conjunction with local high schools and a local university and can provide coaching 
seminars and positive coaching classes when requested. While most of our coaches have 
some outside coaching experience, all coaches and managers are encouraged to approach 
any member of the board expressing interest in a class, once enough people are 
interested, a class will be scheduled. At least one manager or coach from each team is 
required to complete the coaches meeting and will be given basic first aid training. 
NSTLL has implemented some safety measures to protect the younger unskilled players 
in the T-ball and Coach pitch division. The ball used for play at this level must be the soft 
“impact reduced” balls. At the Bantam level players playing the “pitcher” position are 
required to wear the protective chest vest and the batting helmet with the face shield. All 
Players at all levels are encouraged to wear a protective cup (obviously if this is gender 
appropriate). All players are encouraged to use a mouth guard to help prevent injury.  
 
SAFETY CODE 
 
Dedicated to Injury Prevention 

 
� Responsibility for Safety procedures is that of any adult member of NSTLL. 
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� Arrangements should be made in advance of all games and practices for 
emergency medical services 

� Managers, coaches and umpires should have training in first-aid. First-aid kits 
and ice packs are located at the concession stand and in the Intermediate, 
Majors, and Minors closets under the respective press boxes. 

� No games or practices should be held when weather or field conditions are 
deemed unsafe, particularly when lighting or other inclement weather is 
present. 

� Play area should be inspected frequently for holes, damage, stones, glass and 
other foreign objects by coaches and/or board members. 

� All team equipment should be stored within the team dugout, or behind 
screens, and not within the area defined by the umpires as “in play”. 

� Only players, managers, coaches, and umpires are permitted on the playing 
field or in the dugout during games and practice sessions. 

� Responsibility for keeping bats and loose equipment off the field of play 
should be that of a player assigned to this role, or that of the team’s manager 
or assistant coach. 

� During practice and games, all players should be alert and watching the batter 
on each pitch. 

� During warm-up drills players should be spaced so that no one is endangered 
by wild throws or missed catches. 

� All pre-game warm-ups should be performed within the confines of the 
playing field and not within areas that are frequented by, and thus endanger 
spectators (i.e., playing catch, pepper, swinging bats, etc.). 

� Equipment should be inspected regularly for the condition of the equipment as 
well as for proper fit. 

� Batters must wear Little League approved protective helmets during batting 
practice and games. 

                                                             
� Catcher must wear catcher’s helmet, mask, throat guard, long model chest 

protector, shin guards and protective cup with athletic supporter at all times 
(males) for all practices and games. There will be NO EXCEPTIONS but for 
obvious reasons, this will not be checked. 

� Managers should encourage all male players to wear protective cups and 
supporters for practices and games. 

� Except when runner is returning to a base, head-first slides are not permitted. 
(except in Juniors Division) 

� During sliding practice, bases should not be strapped down or anchored. 
� At no time should “horse play” be permitted on the playing field. 
� Parents of players who wear glasses should be encouraged to provide “safety 

glasses”. 
� Player must not wear watches, rings, pins or metallic items during games and 

practices. 
� The Catcher must wear catcher’s helmet and mask with a throat guard in warming 

up pitchers. This applies between innings and in the bullpen during a game and 
also during practices. 

� On-deck batters are not permitted (except in Juniors Division). 
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Some Important Do’s and Don’ts 
 
DO … 

� Provide, or assist in obtaining, medical attention for those who require it. 
� Know your limitations. 
� Know where the first-aid kits and ice packs are located at the field. 
� Assist those who require medical attention – and when administering aid, 

remember to … 
� LOOK for signs of injury (bleeding, bruising, joint deformity etc.). 
� LISTEN to the injured describe what happened and what hurts. Remember 

before questioning a injured player to assess injury, you may have to calm and 
soothe an excited child first. 

� FEEL gently and carefully the injured area for signs of swelling, or grating of 
broken bone. If deformity is noted gently splint the extremity, apply ice, 
elevate extremity and seek medical attention. 

� Save the contact info for the league president and player agent onto your or 
your assistant coaches cell phone in case copies of medical forms are needed.  

 
 
DON’T … 

� Administer any medications 
� Provide any food or beverages (other than water). Snacks for younger kids 

should be a unanimous parent decision of everyone on the team. 
� Hesitate in giving aid when needed 
� Be afraid to ask for help if you not sure of the proper procedures (i.e., CPR, 

etc.). 
� Transport injured individuals except in extreme emergencies. 
� Leave an unattended child at a practice or game. 
� Hesitate to report any present or potential safety hazard to the Director of 

Safety or any board member immediately. 
 
NSTLL Phone Numbers 
Saginaw Township Emergency…………911 
 
NSTLL Safety Director 
Bill Inman 
(989) 598-3646 Cell 
bill.inman@charter.net 
 
NSTLL Little League Code of Conduct 
 
 

� Speed Limit 5 mph in roadways and parking lots while attending any NSTLL 
function. Watch for small children around parked cars. 
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� No Alcohol Allowed in any parking lot, field, or common areas within a 
NSTLL complex. 

� No Playing in parking lots at any time. 
� No Playing on and around lawn equipment. 
� No Profanity please. 
� No Swinging Bats or Throwing Baseballs at any time within the walkways 

and common areas of a NSTLL complex. 
� No Throwing Balls against dugouts or against backstops. Catchers must be 

used for all batting practice sessions. 
� No Throwing rocks. 
� No Horse Play in walkways at any time. 
� No Climbing fences. 
� Be Alert of area around you when swinging bat while in the on-deck position. 
� Players and spectators should be Alert at all times for Foul Balls and Errant 

Throws. 
� During Games, players must remain in the dugout area in an orderly fashion 

at all times. 
� After Each Game, Each Team Must Clean Up Trash in the dugouts and 

around stands. 
� All Gates to the Field Must Remain Closed at all times. After players have 

entered or left the playing field, gates should be closed and secured. 
 
Volunteer Applications/Background Checks: 
 
 All volunteer coaches, assistant coaches, Board Members, or any individual with 
direct contact to Little League players MUST complete a volunteer 
application/background check. This process is mandated by the Little League World 
Headquarters, and it serves to protect our children. These applications will be checked for 
any criminal record. This background check will be conducted through the Little League 
recommended site. If any application reveals a negative background check, that 
individual will be barred from participating as an active member within our league. The 
list of duties this individual will be barred from includes, but is not limited to: Board 
Member, Manager, Coach, Assistant Coach, Team Mom/Dad, Concessions worker, or in 
any role which would afford direct contact to our players. The individual with the 
criminal history will not be banned from access to the fields, or banned from being able 
to watch as a spectator, as this would impose on their personal freedom, and restrict their 
access to a public park area.  
 These volunteer application/background check forms must be completed and filed 
EVERY year, (we may not use forms completed from previous years). Every year at the 
conclusion of the season, NSTLL board members will destroy all documents containing 
personal data. Every year all records are destroyed in the presence of the League 
President, the League Player Agent, and the League Safety Director.  
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Accident Reporting Procedures: 
 
What to report - Any incident that causes any player, manager, coach, umpire or 
volunteer to receive medical treatment and/or first-aid must be reported to the Director of 
Safety. This includes even passive treatments which could include, but is not limited to, 
basic first aid treatment (Ex: ice application, or the application of a bandage), or 
evaluation of an injury to determine if further care or treatment is required. 
 
When to report – All such incidents described above must be reported to the League 
President or Director of Safety within 48 hours of the incident. The Director of Safety 
for 2022 is Bill Inman, he can be reached at the following:   
 
     Cell: (989) 598-3646 
     Email:  bill.inman@charter.net 
 
How to make the report – reporting incidents can come in a variety of forms. Most 
typically, they are telephone conversations. At a minimum, the following information 
must be provided. 
 
� The name and phone number of the individual involved. 
� The date, time, and location of the incident. 
� As detailed a description of the incident as possible. 
� The preliminary estimation of the extent of any injuries. 
� The name and phone number of the person reporting the incident. 
 
 
Director of Safety’s Responsibilities - Within 48 hours of receiving the incident report, 
the Director of Safety will contact the injured party or the party’s parents and (1) verify 
the information received; (2) obtain any other information deemed necessary; (3) check 
on the status of the injured party; and (4) in the event that the injured party required other 
medical treatment, (Ex: Emergency Room or doctor visit, etc.) will advise the parent or 
guardian of the NSTLL insurance coverage and the provisions for submitting any claims. 
 
If the extent of the injuries are more than minor in nature, the Director of Safety shall 
periodically call the injured party to (1) check on the status of any injuries, and (2) to 
check if any other assistance is necessary in areas such as submission of insurance forms, 
etc. until such time as the incident is considered “closed” (Ex: no further claims are 
expected and/or the individual is participating in the league again). 
 

TIPS TO PREVENT INJURY  
 

� Stretching the muscles related to the activity is very important. For example, if 
a child is pitching, he should concentrate on stretching his arm and back 
muscles. If a child is catching, the focus should be on the legs and back. 

� A good warm-up is just as important as stretching. A warm-up can involve 
light calisthenics or a short jog. This helps raise the core body temperature and 
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prepares all the body’s muscles for physical activity. 
� Children should not be encouraged to “play through pain.” Pain is a warning 

sign of injury. Ignoring it can lead to greater injury. 
� Swelling with pain, and limitation of motion, are two signs that are especially 

significant in children — don’t ignore them. They may mean the child has a 
more serious injury than initially suspected. 

� Rest is by far the most powerful therapy in youth sports injuries. Nothing 
helps an injury heal faster than rest. 

� Children who play on more than one team are especially at risk of overuse 
injuries. Overuse injuries are caused by repetitive stress put on the same part 
of the body over and over again. 

� Injuries that look like sprains in adults can be fractures in children. Children 
are more susceptible to fractures, because their bones are still growing and 
brittle. 

� Children’s growth spurts can make for increased risk of injury. A particularly 
sensitive area in a child’s body during a growth spurt is the growth plate -- the 
area of growth in the bone. Growth plates are weak spots in a child’s body and 
can be the source of injury if the child is pushed beyond their limit 
athletically. 

� Ice is a universal first-aid treatment for minor sports injuries. Regular ice 
packs – not chemical packs – should be available at all games and practices. 
Ice controls the pain and swelling caused by common injuries such as sprains, 
strains, and contusions.  

 

FIRST AID 
 
WHAT IS FIRST AID 
 
First Aid means exactly what the term implies—it is first care given to a victim. It is 
usually performed by the first person on the scene and continued until professional 
medical help arrives, (9-1-1 paramedics). At no time should anyone administering First 
Aid go beyond his or her capabilities. Know your limits!  
 
 
The average response time on 9-1-1 calls is 5-7 minutes. En-route Paramedics are in 
constant communication with the local hospital preparing them for whatever emergency 
action might need to be taken. You cannot do this. Do not attempt to transport a victim to 
a hospital. Perform whatever First Aid you can and wait for the paramedics to arrive. 
 
 
GOOD SAMARITAN LAWS 
 
There are laws to protect you when you help someone in an emergency situation. The 
“Good Samaritan Laws” give legal protection to people who provide emergency care to 
ill or injured persons. When citizens respond to an emergency and act as a reasonable and 
prudent person would under the same conditions, Good Samaritan immunity generally 
prevails. This legal immunity protects you, as a rescuer, from being sued and found 
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financially responsible for the victim’s injury. For example, a reasonable and prudent 
person would— 
 

� Move a victim only if the victim’s life was endangered. 
� Ask a conscious victim for permission before giving care. 
� Check the victim for life-threatening emergencies before providing further 

care. 
� Summon professional help to the scene by calling 9-1-1 
� Continue to provide care until more highly trained personnel arrive. 

 
Good Samaritan laws were developed to encourage people to help others in emergency 
situations. They require that the “Good Samaritan” use common sense and a reasonable 
level of skill, not to exceed the scope of the individual’s training in emergency situations. 
They assume each person would do his or her best so save a life or prevent further injury. 
 
 
People are rarely sued for helping in an emergency. However, the existence of Good 
Samaritan laws does not mean that someone cannot sue. In rare cases, courts have ruled 
that these laws do not apply in cases when an individual rescuer’s response was grossly 
or willfully negligent or reckless or when the rescuer abandoned the victim after care. 
 
PERMISSION TO GIVE CARE 
 
If the victim is conscious, you must have his/her permission before giving first-aid. To 
get permission, you must tell the victim who you are, how much training you have, and 
how you plan to help. Only then can a conscious victim give you permission to give care. 
 
Do not give care to a conscious victim who refuses your offer to give care. If the 
conscious victim is an infant or child, permission to give care should be obtained from a 
supervising adult when one is available. If the condition is serious, permission is implied 
if a supervising adult is not present. 
 
 
MUSCLE, BONE OR JOINT INJURIES 
 
Symptoms of Serious Muscle, Bone, or Joint Injuries: 
Always suspect a serious injury when the following signals are present: 
 

� Significant deformity   
� Bruising and swelling 
� Inability to use the affected part normally 
� Bone fragments sticking out of a wound 
� Victim feels bones grating; felt or heard a snap or pop at the time of injury 
� The injured area is cold and numb 
� Cause of the injury suggests that the injury may be severe. 

 
If any of these conditions exist, call 9-1-1 immediately and administer care to the victim 
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until the paramedics arrive. 
 
 
 
 
Treatment for muscle or joint injuries: 
 
If ankle or knee is affected, do not allow victim to walk. Loosen or remove shoe; elevate 
leg.  Protect skin with thin towel or cloth. Then apply cold, wet compresses or cold packs 
to affected area. Never pack a joint in ice or immerse in icy water. 
 
Treatment for fractures: 
 
Fractures need to be splinted in the position found and no pressure is to be put on the 
area. Splints can be made from almost anything; rolled up magazines, twigs, bats, etc. 
 
Treatment for broken bones: 
 
Once you have established that the victim has a broken bone, and you have called 9-1-1, 
all you can do is comfort the victim, keep him/her warm and still and treat for shock if 
necessary. 
 
R. I. C. E. (Rest, Ice, Compression, Elevation) 
 
The acronym RICE, is an easy way to remember four basic methods used to speed minor 
injury recovery (Rest, Ice, Compression, Elevation). 
 
REST 
 
Less severe injuries, as well as some overuse injuries, may be rested by merely avoiding 
any activities, which use the affected body part. In order for a musculoskeletal injury to 
heal, it needs to be immobilized for 2-3 days following the injury. Using the injured 
“part” too early can increase hemorrhage, cause further damage to the area, and prolong 
recovery. Wraps, tape, splints, casts, canes and crutches can all help keep an injury 
immobilized.  
 
ICE 
 
The best line of defense in most acute, soft tissue injuries is the application of ICE. Ice 
decreases swelling, bleeding, spasm, pain and inflammation and should be applied within 
the first 24-72 hours after injury. Here’s a brief review of the how, why and when of ICE 
therapy: 
 

WHY ICE?  Swelling causes a lack of oxygen to local tissues, which creates cellular 
damage. Ice decreases swelling and bleeding by causing a constriction of blood 
vessels; thereby, minimizing the damage. Pain is relieved directly by its affect on 
pain receptors and indirectly by a decrease in swelling. 
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HOW LONG TO ICE?  The amount of fat between the skin and the injured area and 
the depth of the injury determines how long you apply ice. Little fat? A minimum 
of 10 minutes will do. More fat? 20-30 minutes max. Brief applications until 
numbness is achieved are effective for conditions such as tendonitis, bursitis or 
ligament sprains. Longer durations are necessary for muscle strains. But be 
careful. Icing an area for too long can cause tissue damage. 

HOW OFTEN?  Two to three daily treatments for tendonitis-type conditions or 
superficial muscle-strains; however, the greater the amount of pain and/or muscle 
spasm, the more frequent the applications. Depending on the severity of the 
injury, ice can be applied every 1-1 1/2 hours.  

WHEN TO USE?  Immediately after an injury, up to 72 hours, and for relief of pain 
and swelling associated with exercise. 

 
Once the bleeding and swelling has subsided (usually within 72 hours), “heat” in the 
form of hot packs, hot towels, whirlpool baths, and ultrasound, can play an important part 
in injury rehabilitation. Heat increases blood flow and the ‘stretch ability” of tissues, 
decreases pain, muscle spasm, and joint stiffness, as well as promotes soft tissue repair. 
 
COMPRESSION 
 
Compression, or wrapping the injured or sore area with an elastic bandage (such as an 
Ace wrap), will help decrease swelling. Don't wrap it too tightly, because this can cause 
more swelling below the affected area. Loosen the bandage if it gets too tight. Signs that 
the bandage is too tight include numbness, tingling, increased pain, coolness, or swelling 
in the area below the bandage. Talk to your doctor if you think you need to use a wrap for 
longer than 48 to 72 hours; a more serious problem may be present. 
 
ELEVATION 
 
Elevate the injured or sore area on pillows while applying ice and anytime you are sitting 
or lying down. Try to keep the area at or above the level of your heart to help minimize 
swelling. 
 
Communicable Disease Procedures 
 
 

� Bleeding must be stopped, the open wound covered, and the uniform changed 
if there is blood on it before the athlete may continue. 

� Routinely use gloves to prevent mucous membrane exposure when contact 
with blood or other body fluids is anticipated (provided in first-aid kit). 

� Immediately wash hands and other skin surface if contaminated with blood. 
� Clean all blood contaminated surfaces and equipment. 
� Managers, coaches, and volunteers with open wounds should refrain from all 

direct contact until the condition is resolved. 
� Follow accepted guidelines in the immediate control of bleeding and disposal 

when handling bloody dressings, mouth guards and other articles containing 
body fluids. 
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The Heimlich Maneuver is an emergency method of removing food or foreign objects 
from the airway to prevent suffocation. When approaching a choking person, one who is 
still conscious, ask “Can you cough? Can you speak?”  If the person can speak or cough, 
don’t perform the Heimlich maneuver or pat them on the back. Encourage them to cough. 
 
To perform the Heimlich: 

� Grasp the choking person from behind; 
� Place a fist, thumb side in, just below the person’s breastbone (sternum), but 

above the naval; 
� Wrap second hand firmly over this fist; 
� Pull the fist firmly and abruptly into the top of the stomach. 

 
It is important to keep the fist below the chest bones and above the naval (belly button). 
 
The procedure should be repeated until the airway is free from obstruction or until the 
person who is choking loses consciousness (goes limp). These will be violent thrusts, as 
many times as it takes. 
 
 For a child: 

� Place your hands at the top of the pelvis; 
� Put the thumb of your hand at the pelvis line; 
� Put the other hand on top of the first hand; 
� Pull forcefully back as many times as needed to get object out or the child 

becomes limp. 
 

Most individuals are fine after the object is removed from the airway. However, 
occasionally the object will go into one of the lungs. If there is a possibility that the 
foreign object was not expelled, medical care should be sought.  
 
If the object cannot be removed completely by performing the Heimlich, immediate 
medical care should be sought by calling 911 or going to the local emergency room. 
 
Some gentle reminders: 
 
 NSTLL goes to great lengths to encourage as much training as is possible. We     
            encourage every volunteer individual to attend as many clinics as possible. 
  
BLEEDING IN GENERAL 
 
Before initiating any First Aid to control bleeding, if gloves are available, their use is 
strongly encouraged to avoid contact of the victim’s blood with your skin. 
 
If a victim is bleeding 

� Act quickly. Have the victim lie down. Elevate the injured limb higher than 
the victim’s heart unless you suspect a broken bone.  

� Control bleeding by applying direct pressure on the wound with a sterile pad 
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or clean cloth. 
� If bleeding is controlled by direct pressure, bandage firmly to protect the 

wound. Check pulse to be sure bandage is not too tight. 
� If bleeding is not controlled by use of direct pressure, apply a tourniquet 

only as a last resort and call 911 immediately. 
 
NOSE BLEED 
 
To control a nosebleed, have the victim lean forward and pinch the nostrils together until 
the bleeding stops. 
 
BLEEDING ON THE INSIDE AND OUTSIDE OF THE MOUTH 
 
To control bleeding inside the cheek, place folded dressings inside the mouth against the 
wound. To control bleeding on the outside, use dressings to apply pressure directly to the 
wound and bandage so as not to restrict. 
 
INFECTION  
 
To prevent infection when treating open wounds you must: 

Cleanse…the wound and surrounding area gently with mild soap and water or an 
antiseptic pad; rinse and blot dry with a sterile pad or clean dressing. 

Treat…to protect against contamination with ointment supplied in your First-Aid kit. 
Cover…to absorb fluids and protect wound from further contamination with Band-

Aids, gauze, or sterile pads supplied in your First-Aid Kit. (Handle only the edges 
of sterile pads or dressings) 

Tape…to secure with First-Aid tape (included in your First-Aid Kit) to help keep out 
dirt and germs.  

 
DEEP CUTS 
 
If the cut is deep, stop bleeding, bandage, and encourage the victim to get to a hospital so 
he/she can have stitches placed if needed. (Stitching prevents scars, promotes wound 
healing and helps prevent infection). 
 
SPLINTERS 
 
Splinters are defined as slender pieces of wood, bone, glass or metal objects that lodge in 
or under the skin. If a splinter is in the eye, DO NOT remove it. 
 
Symptoms may include:  Pain, redness and/or swelling. 
 
Treatment: 

First wash your hands thoroughly, then gently wash affected area with mild soap and 
water. 

Sterilize needle or tweezers by boiling for 10 minutes or heating tips in a flame; wipe 
off carbon (black discoloration) with a sterile pad before use. 
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Loosen skin around splinter with needle; use tweezers to remove splinter. If splinter 
breaks or is deeply lodged, consult professional medical help. 

Cover with adhesive bandage or sterile pad if necessary. 
 
INSECT STINGS 
 
In highly sensitive persons, do not wait for allergic symptoms to appear. Get professional 
help immediately. Call 911. If breathing difficulties occur, start rescue breathing 
techniques; if pulse is absent, begin CPR. 
 
Symptoms:  Signs of allergic reaction may include nausea, severe swelling, breathing 
difficulties, bluish face, lips and fingernails, shock or unconsciousness.  
 
Treatment: 

For mild or moderate symptoms, wash with soap and cold water. 
Remove stinger or venom sac by gently scraping with fingernail or business card. Do 

not remove stinger with tweezers as more toxins from the stinger could be 
released into the victim’s body. 

For multiple stings, soak affected area in cool water. Add one tablespoon of baking 
soda per quart of water.  

 
 
EMERGENCY TREATMENT OF DENTAL INJURIES 
 
AVULSION (Entire tooth knocked out) 
 
If a tooth is knocked out, place a sterile dressing directly in the space left by the tooth. 
Tell the victim to bite down. 
 
Dentists can successfully replant a knocked-out tooth if they can do so quickly and if the 
tooth has been cared for properly. 

Avoid additional trauma to tooth while handling. Do not handle the tooth by the root. 
Do not brush or scrub the tooth. Do not sterilize the tooth. 

If debris is on tooth, gently rinse with water. 
If possible, re-implant and stabilize by biting down gently on a towel or handkerchief. 

Do this only if athlete is alert and conscious. 
If unable to re-implant: 

Best – place tooth in Hank’s Balanced Saline Solution, i.e. “Save-a-tooth” 
2nd best – place tooth in milk. Cold whole milk is best, followed by cold 2% 

milk. 
3rd best – Wrap tooth in saline soaked gauze.  
4th best – Place tooth under victims tongue. Do only if athlete is conscious and 

alert. 
5th best – Place tooth in cup of water. 

 
LUXATION ( Tooth in socket, but wrong position) 
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THREE POSITIONS – 
Extruded tooth – Upper tooth hangs down and or lower tooth raised up. 

Reposition tooth in socket using firm finger pressure. 
Stabilize tooth by gently biting on towel or handkerchief. 
TRANSPORT IMMEDIATELY TO DENTIST 

Lateral Displacement – Tooth pushed back or pulled forward.     
Try to reposition tooth using finger pressure 
Victim may require local anesthetic to reposition the tooth; if so, 

stabilize tooth by gently biting on towel or handkerchief. 
TRANSPORT IMMEDIATELY TO DENTIST 

  
 
FRACTURE (Broken tooth) 

If tooth is totally broken in half, save the broken portion and bring to 
the dental office as described under Avulsion, Item 4. Stabilize 
portion of tooth left in mouth by gently biting on a towel or 
handkerchief to control the bleeding.  

Should extreme pain occur, limit contact with other teeth, air or 
tongue. Pulp nerve may be exposed, which is extremely painful to 
athlete. 

Save all fragments of fractured tooth as described under Avulsion, 
Item 4. 

IMMEDIATELY TRANSPORT PATIENT AND TOOTH 
FRAGMENTS TO DENTIST in the plastic baggie supplied in 
your First-Aid Kit.  

 
HEART ATTACK 
 
Signals of a Heart Attack 
 
Heart attack pain is most often felt in the center of the chest, behind the breastbone. It 
may spread to the shoulder, arm or jaw. Signals of a heart attack include: 
 
 Persistent chest pain or discomfort - Victim has persistent pain or pressure in the 
 chest that is not relieved by resting, changing position, or oral medication. Pain  
 may range from discomfort to an unbearable crushing sensation. 
 
 Breathing difficulty -  

Victim’s breathing is noisy. 
Victim feels short of breath 
Victim breathes faster than normal 

 
Changes in pulse rate – 

Pulse may be faster or slower than normal. 
Pulse may be irregular. 

 
Skin appearance – 
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Victim’s skin may be pale or bluish in color. 
Victim’s face may be moist. 
Victim may perspire profusely. 

Absence of pulse – 
The absence of a pulse is the main signal of a cardiac arrest. 

 
The number one indicator that someone is having a heart attack is that he or she 
will be in denial. A heart attack means certain death to most people. People do not 
wish to acknowledge death therefore they will deny that they are having a heart 
attack. 
 
Care For A Heart Attack 
 

Recognize the signals of a heart attack. 
Convince the victim to stop activity and rest. 
Help the victim to rest comfortably. 
Try to obtain information about the victim’s condition. 
Comfort the victim. 
Call 911 and report the emergency. 
Assist with medications, if prescribed. 
Monitor the victim’s condition. 
Be prepared to give CPR if the victim’s heart stops beating. 

Giving CPR 
Position victim on back on a flat surface. 
Position yourself so that you can give rescue breaths and chest compression 

without having to move (usually to one side of the victim). 
Find hand position on breastbone. 
Position shoulders over hands. Compress chest 15 times. (For small children 

only 5 times) 
With victim’s head tilted back and chin lifted, pinch the nose shut.  
Give two (2) slow breaths into victim’s mouth. Breathe in until chest gently 

rises. (For small children only 1 time) 
Do 3 more sets of 15 compressions and 2 breaths. 
(For small children, 5 compressions and 1 breath) 
Recheck pulse and breathing for about 5 seconds.  
If there is no pulse continue sets of 15 compressions and 2 breaths. (For small 

children, 5 compressions and 1 breath) 
When giving CPR to small children, only use one hand for compressions to 

avoid breaking ribs. 
 
When to stop CPR 

If another trained person takes over CPR for you. 
If Paramedics arrive and take over care of the victim. 
If you are exhausted and unable to continue. 
If the scene becomes unsafe. 
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DEFIBRILLATOR 
 
When to use the Zoll AED Plus 
 

The Zoll AED Plus, located in the concessions stand, should only be used to treat 
someone who may be a victim of a SCA (sudden cardiac arrest). The Zoll AED 
Plus is used only on a victim who is unresponsive, is not breathing, or has no 
visible signs of life. The Zoll AED Plus should not be used on someone who is 
responsive when shaken or breathing normally. If you are unsure if the person is a 
victim of SCA, apply the defibrillator and follow the instructions. The Zoll AED 
Plus will not administer a shock unless one is needed. 
  

User and Bystander Safety 
 

Care must be taken to keep the patient still and that no one comes in contact with 
the patient during analysis and therapy. Moving the patient can lead to incorrect 
or delayed diagnosis. Do not touch the patient while defibrillation therapy is in 
process. Defibrillation energy can cause injury. As long as the defibrillator is used 
according to the directions, and no one is in contact with the patient when the 
Center Heart button is pressed, there is no risk of harm to the rescuer or 
bystanders. The Zoll AED Plus cannot deliver a shock unless the pads are applied 
to someone whose heart is in need of a shock.  
 

 
Asthma and Allergies 

Many children suffer from asthma and/or allergies (allergies especially in the                         
springtime). Allergy symptoms can manifest themselves to look like the child has 
a cold or flu while children with asthma usually have a difficult time breathing 
when they become active. Allergies are usually treated with types of food, you 
must know about it because these allergic reactions can become life threatening. 
Encourage parents to fill out the medical history forms. Study their comments and 
know which children on you team need to be watched. 
 
Likewise, a child with asthma needs to be watched. If I child starts to have an 
asthma attack, have him/her stop playing immediately and calm him/her down till 
he/she is able to breathe normally. If the asthma attack persists, dial 9-1-1 and 
request emergency service. 
 

Concussions (information taken from WebMD.com) 
The brain is made of soft tissue. It's cushioned by spinal fluid and encased in the   
shell of the skull. When you sustain a concussion, the impact can jolt your brain.  
Sometimes, it literally causes it to move around in your head. Traumatic brain 
injuries can cause bruising, damage to the blood vessels, and injury to the nerves. 

If you've suffered a concussion, vision may be disturbed, you may lose 
equilibrium, or you may fall unconscious. In short, the brain is confused. 
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Because their heads are disproportionately large compared to the rest of their 
body, concussions often occur in young children. As kids enter adolescence, they 
experience rapid height and weight gain. Both are factors that make them more 
prone to accidents than adults. 

If a child has a concussion, an adult should monitor him or her for the first 24 
hours. It's important to watch for behavioral changes. Young children, especially, 
may not be able to fully communicate what they are feeling, so it is critical to 
watch them closely. Do not give medications, including aspirin, which may cause 
bleeding, to a child without consulting a doctor. 

In keeping with its focus on protecting the health, safety and welfare of children, 
little league baseball requires all leagues and teams to comply with all applicable 
laws and to review the information and training materials on concussions which 
are available free of charge on the Centers For Disease Control website at:  

http://www.cdc.gov/headsup/  

Continued Safety During Play as Pitcher. 
The Little League International World Headquarters goes to great lengths to recognize 
and prevent the increased risk of injury related to playing the pitcher position. This field 
position particularly places an additional physical strain to immature youth arms. The 
repetitive motion of pitching a ball at maximum or nearly maximum velocity often poses 
a risk of straining a younger players elbow or shoulder. Therefore, Little League has 
implemented several rules to protect our players. All of these rules are clearly listed and 
detailed in the 2022 Little League Rule Handbook. Furthermore, theses rules are 
described and discussed at our mandatory NSTLL Coaches meeting. NSTLL expects and 
requires all Managers and Coaches to understand the rules as written, and to strictly 
adhere to them at all times. Any individual found to disregard or disobey these rules will 
be immediately placed into a corrective action state where the NSTLL board will review 
the possible penalty for the infraction. All Managers and Coaches should always consider 
first the safety of the player before they consider what their potential value is as a pitcher. 
Any player who complains of arm soreness, fatigue, or pain, should not be encouraged to 
pitch. Young players should also avoid learning and attempting a variety of pitches 
including the “slider” “knuckle ball” “change-up” Etc. these “junk” pitches place an 
additional strain on young joints as they require a unnatural manipulation to the throwing 
motion and a additional twisting turning or stretching of joints.  
 
 Whenever possible, make sure someone at your practice or game has a cellular  
 phone to use (especially on those fields where no public phone access is   
 available!!          
 
Remember, safety is everyone’s job. Prevention is the key to reducing accidents to a 
minimum. Report all hazardous conditions to the DIRECTOR OF SAFETY or 
another Board member immediately. Don’t play on a field that is not safe or with 
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unsafe playing equipment. Be sure your players are fully equipped at all times, 
especially catch 

 
LIGHTNING FACTS AND SAFETY  

 
PROCEDURES 

 
Consider the following facts: 
 

The average lightning stroke is 6-8 miles long 
The average thunderstorm is 6-10 miles wide and travels at a rate of 25 miles per 

hour. 
Once the leading edge of a thunderstorm approaches to within 10 miles, you are at 

immediate risk due to the possibility of lightning strokes coming from the storm’s 
overhanging anvil cloud. 

On the average, thunder can only be heard over a distance of 3 – 4 miles, depending 
on humidity, terrain, and other factors. This means that by the time you hear the 
thunder, you are already in the risk area for lightning strikes. 

 
Lightning Detection 
 
Most nights, a board member will be present to assist with lightning detection and 
communication.  If not, coaches are expected to use their own discretion keeping the 
safety of the players and themselves as top priority.  The best way to detect lighting close 
to your proximity is through a weather app for your mobile phone.  Set notifications to 
alert you when lightning is near.  Once lighting is detected in our play region all 
Managers/Coaches/Players and spectators that they must immediately seek shelter. The 
fields MUST be cleared of all players and fans and shelter should be sought out indoors 
or inside a vehicle. Seeking shelter under a tree or inside a dugout is discouraged. Once 
game play is interupted due to lightning in the area, NSTLL will then follow the 
standards set by the Michigan High School Athletic Association where play may not 
resume for at least thirty minutes after the last lightning strike is noted in the play area.  
 
“Flash-Bang” Method 
 
One way of determining how close a recent lightning strike is to you is called the “flash-
bang” method.  With the “flash-bang” method, a person counts the number of seconds 
between the sight of a lighting strike and the sound of thunder that follows it. Halt-play 
and evacuation should be called for when the count between the lighting flash and the 
sound of thunder is 15 seconds or less. 
 
Rule of Thumb 
 
The ultimate truth about lightening is that it is unpredictable and cannot be prevented. 
Therefore, a manager, coach, or umpire who feels threatened by an approaching storm 
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should stop play and get the kids to safety – regardless of whether or not the “flash-bang” 
proximity measure applies. When in doubt, the following rule of thumb should be 
applied:   
    WHEN YOU HEAR IT – CLEAR IT 
       WHEN YOU SEE IT- FLEE IT 
 
Where to Go? 
 
No place is absolutely safe from the lightning threat, but some places are safer than 
others. Large enclosed shelters (substantially constructed buildings) are the safest (like 
our snack bars and press boxes). For the majority of participants, the best area for them to 
seek shelter is in a fully enclosed metal vehicle with the windows rolled up. If you are 
stranded in an open area and cannot get to shelter in a car, put your feet together, crouch 
down, and put your hands over your ears (to try and prevent eardrum damage). 
 
Where NOT to Go!! 
 
Avoid high places and open fields, isolated trees, unprotected gazebos, rain or picnic 
shelters, dugouts, flagpoles, bleachers (metal or wood), metal fences, and water. 
 
First Aid to a Lightning Victim 
 
Typically, the lightning victim exhibits similar symptoms as that of someone suffering 
from a heart attack. In addition to calling 911, the rescuer should consider the following: 
 

The first tenet of emergency care is “make no more casualties”. If the victim is in a 
high risk area (open field, isolated tree, etc.) the rescuer should determine if 
movement from that area is necessary – lightning can and does strike the same 
place twice. If the rescuer is at risk, and movement of the victim is a viable 
option, it should be done. 

If the victim is not breathing, start mouth-to-mouth resuscitation. If it is decided to 
move the victim, give a few quick breaths prior to moving them. 

Determine if the victim has a pulse. If no pulse is detected, start cardiac compressions 
as well. 

 
Note:  CPR should only be administered by a person knowledgeable and trained in the 
technique. 
 
 WHAT DO I EXPECT FROM MY PLAYERS? 
 

To be on time for all practices and games. 
To always do their best whether in the field or on the bench. 
To be cooperative at all times and share team duties. 
To respect not only others, but themselves as well. 
To be positive with teammates at all times. 
To try not to become upset at their own mistakes or those of others …we will all 

make our share this year and we must support one another. 
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To understand that winning is only important if you can accept losing, as both are 
important parts of any sport. 

 
 
WHAT CAN YOU AND YOUR CHILD EXPECT FROM ME? 
To be on time for all practices and games. 
To be as fair as possible in giving playing time to all players. 
To do my best to teach the fundamentals of the game. 
To be positive and respect each child as an individual. 
To set reasonable expectations for each child and for the season. 
To teach the players the value of winning and losing. 
To be open to ideas, suggestions or help. 
To never holler at any member of my team, the opposing team or umpires. Any 

confrontation will be handled in a respectful, quiet and individual manner. 
 

WHAT DO I EXPECT FROM YOU AS PARENTS AND FAMILY? 
To come out and enjoy the game. Cheer to make all players feel important.  
To allow me to coach and run the team. 
To try not to question my leadership. All players will make mistakes and so will I. 
Do not holler at me, the players or umpires. We are all responsible for setting 

examples for our children. We must be the role models in society today. If we 
eliminate negative comments, the children will have an opportunity to play 
without any unnecessary pressures and will learn the value of sportsmanship. 

If you wish to question my strategies or leadership, please do not do so in front of 
the players or fans. My phone number will be available for you to call at any 
time if you have a concern. 

 
  Finally, do not expect the majority of children playing Little League baseball to have 
strong skills. We hear all our lives that we learn from our mistakes. Let’s allow them to 
make their mistakes, but always be there with positive support to lift their spirits! 

 
COMMON SENSE 
Maintaining safety often occurs as a result of common sense. For instance, if you 
witnessed a strange person walking around the Little League Complex who 
looked like he/she did not belong there you would report the incident to a Board 
Member. There will always be a Board Member on site (see the telephone number 
list at the conclusion of this manual to identify them. The board member, after 
hearing your concerns, would investigate the matter and have the person in 
question removed before anything could happen if, indeed, that person did not 
belong there.  
  
Another example of common sense – You witness kids throwing rocks or batting 
rocks on the Little League Complex. They are having fun but are unknowingly 
endangering others. Don’t just walk on by figuring that someone else will deal 
with the situation. Stop and explain to the kids what they are doing wrong and ask 
them to stop. 
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Webster’s Dictionary definition of common sense is:  Native good judgment; 
sound ordinary sense. In other words, to use common sense is to realize the 
obvious. Therefore, if you witness something that is not safe, do something about 
it!  And encourage all volunteers and parents to do the same. 
 

 
North Saginaw Township Board – 2022 

Board of Directors 
2022 Board of Directors 

Position Name E-mail Address 
President Scott Montalbano President@nstll.org 

Vice-President; Junior Matt Wideman Maprops75@gmail.com 

Vice-President; Major Ed Boell eboell@gocavs.net 

Vice President; Minor Ed Boell eboell@gocavs.net 
Vice-President; Bantam Tyler Miller Tfmills33@yahoo.com 

Vice President; T-Ball & Coach Pitch Tyler Miller Tfmills33@yahoo.com 
Player Agent Eli Binder northlittleleaguepa@gmail.com 

Treasurer Rod Iamurri riamurri@sbcglobal.net 
Secretary Vacant  

Equipment Vacant  

Uniforms Rick Ochoa rdochoa@yahoo.com 
Building Maintenance   Vacant  

Grounds  Vacant  

Webmaster Ed Boell eboell@gocavs.net 

Safety Director Bill Inman bill.inman@charter.net 
Umpire-in-Chief Vacant  

Protest Committee 2019 Season          Montalbano and Binder  
Volunteer Background Check 

Committee 
Scott Montalbano  

 President@nstll.org peggysimpson@sbcglobal.net 

District Administrator Kathleen Ranck Kathleen.ranck@sbcglobal.net 
Tournament Director None    

   
   
   

   
   

 


